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During the last two years a new set of practices and a new set of assumptions about
the role of the artist have emerged in the U.S. as part of what is being called the
"new public art."2 This "new genre" of public art, according to critic Suzi Gablik,
"takes the form of interactive, community-based projects inspired by social issues."3.
In fact, the new public art might be more accurately named the new community art to
the extent that questions raised by the interaction of the artist and particular, often
urban, communities, have played a central role in its evolution. Further, this work
tends to be less concerned with producing objects per se than with a process of
collaboration, which is understood to produce certain pedagogical effects in the
community. In this way the new, community-based public art represents a transition
from an earlier model of public art which involved the location of sculptural works in
sites administered by public agencies—either federal, state or local governments or
other administrative bodies (e.g. airports, parks, etc.)—or alternately, private
locations (e.g. some of the works in the "New Urban Landscape" exhibition at the
World Financial Center in Battery Park City in 1988).
The growing influence of this new public art is evident in the proliferation of
articles, conferences, books, exhibitions, and commissions. It can also be observed
in the changing funding mandates of major private foundations, for whom
"community" has become the buzzword of the moment. There are a range of
positions among private sector funders, from the Lannan Foundation in Los Angeles,
which is shifting almost entirely from arts funding to funding for 'social issues,' to the

MacArthur Foundation—the largest private funder of media arts in the country—
which has re-written its program guidelines to explicitly reject media "art" in favor of
"community-based organizations that are working to promote social justice and
democracy through media," to the Lila Wallace/Readers Digest Foundation, which
has developed new programs to fund artists who work with "communities"—however
that might be defined.
The terms "public" and "community" imply two very different relationships
between the artist and the administrative apparatus of the city. The public artist most
commonly interacts with urban planners, architects, and city agencies concerned
with the administration of public buildings and spaces, while the community-based
public artist more commonly interacts with social service agencies and social
workers (women's shelters, homeless advocates, neighborhood groups, etc.). In
each case the interaction between the artist and the "public" or community is
mediated through a discursive network of professional institutions and ideologies
that the artist collaborates with and, in some cases, seeks to radicalize or challenge.
The shift towards a "new" community-based public art is evident in Chicago
curator Mary Jane Jacobs' two most recent projects. The works she included in her
exhibition for the 1991 Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina ("Places with a
Past"), although involving a degree of interaction between the artist and a given site,
by and large remained within the sculpture/installation mode. On the other hand, the
works in her most recent and highly publicized project, ("Culture in Action: New
Public Art in Chicago" held in the summer of 1993), were developed, in Jacobs'
words, "with the co-participation of an artist, but also with a lot of decision-making
happening on the part of constituent-collaborators who are not artists—like students,

and in the case of some of the other projects: factory workers, mothers in a public
housing development, AIDS volunteers, gang youth, and so forth."4
The new public art draws, both consciously and unconsciously, from the
history of progressive urban reform. This is clear in its concern with ameliorating
problems typically associated with the city (e.g. homelessness, gang culture, "atrisk" youth, etc.), as well as in the relationship that the community-based public artist
takes up with various constituencies and communities. Concepts such as
"empowerment" and "participatory democracy" that found political expression during
the 1960's in the policies and programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity or the
National Welfare Rights movement, are re-emerging in the rhetoric of the
community-based public artist. Jacobs most recent project reaches even further
back into the history of urban reform; she is currently working on research for a park
dedicated to Jane Addams, the founder of a turn of the century settlement house in
Chicago, which will feature sculptures by Louise Bourgeois.
In the following essay I will analyze the new public art, and the emerging
institutional and ideological identity of the public artist, in relation to changes in the
system of arts patronage, the current "moral economy" of capitalism, and the
historical development of progressive urban reform in the U.S. This investigation will
be divided into three sections. In the first section I will examine what might be called
the representational politics of community art, establishing a general framework for
analyzing the relationship between the artist and the community; in the second
section I will analyze the current ideological and cultural context within which
community-based public art must operate, as well as its historical antecedents; and
in the final section I will provide a short case study of a particular project in an
attempt to clarify these methodological and ideological constraints.

I: THE POLITICALLY COHERENT COMMUNITY
The delegate is one who assigns sacred tasks to himself.
—Pierre Bourdieu, "Delegation and Political Fetishism"5
An analysis of community-based public art must begin with the vexing question of
just how one defines "community" itself. This question leads to a number of complex
political issues, due in part to the fact that in the art world today the term "community
art" is often used to demarcate those works that are produced by, or address,
subjects defined by their difference from a white, upper-middle class norm. For the
purposes of this paper I will understand the term "community" to have multiple
meanings. Community can be defined in relation to spatial or institutional boundaries
(e.g. urban neighborhoods, trade unions, prison populations, etc.); in relation to
specific issues (e.g. free speech, environmentalism, health-care reform, etc.); or in
connection to specific identities (racial, national, ethnic, gender or class-based etc.).
Obviously in any given project these categories overlap and complicate each other.
The "community" in community-based public art often, although clearly not
always, refers to individuals marked as culturally, economically, or socially different
either from the artist or from the audience for the particular project. Typically these
projects are assumed to be based on some degree of collaboration between the
artist and a given subject or group of subjects (prisoners, the homeless, the urban
poor, etc.) This "collaboration" might consist simply of a particular group (e.g. "the
homeless"), functioning as the subject matter for a project, or it might extend to the
artist somehow involving a given subject or group of subjects in the process of
creative decision making (e.g. Krzysztof Wodiczko "consulting" the homeless
regarding the design of his "Homeless Vehicle"). Examples include performances

(John Malpede's Los Angeles Poverty Department), multi-media installations
(Alfredo Jaar's "One or Two Things I Know About Them" at the Whitechapel Gallery
in London and Dawn Dedeaux's "Soul Shadows: Urban Warrior Myths," which I will
discuss in more detail), art-making projects (Hope Sandrow's Artists and Homeless
Collaborative), and even public "sculptures" (Wodiczko's "Homeless Vehicle" and
"Poliscar").
The production of these works often involves the artist in a complex set of
negotiations across a myriad of social and cultural boundaries (race, gender,
sexuality, class, status, geography, etc.). No one of these boundaries of difference is
wholly determinate. And in each of these often overlapping cases the "artist" is
differentiated (or aesthetically "distanced") from the community as an enunciative
channel, matrix, or catalyst. Each of these functions in turn implies a particular
representational relationship of speaking "for," "through," "with," "about," or "on
behalf of" other subjects whose own unity as a "community" is in turn the product of
contingent processes of identification. It is in this representational relationship that
some of the most important methodological questions concerning community-based
public art emerge.6
In his essay "Delegation and Political Fetishism" Pierre Bourdieu analyzes the
problematic relationship that pertains between a given community and the "delegate"
who chooses, or is chosen, to speak on its behalf. Bourdieu conceives of this
relationship in terms of a kind of political semiotics. The delegate is thus the signifier
for a referential community, constituency, or party—in political negotiations the
delegate 'stands for' the absent community (as Bourdieu writes the delegate
functions "as a sign in place of the totality of the group").7 Bourdieu wants to
question the apparent naturalness of this signifying relationship and the extent to

which the delegate is merely the passive reflection of a prior political entity. As he
argues, while the delegate does derive his identity, and the legitimacy of his political
position, from the mandate of the community, it is also true that the "community"
itself comes into existence (politically and symbolically) through the expressive
medium of the delegate.
There are two interrelated meanings of the term "representation" at play in
Bourdieu's essay. The first refers to the act of political representation—a process by
which the community, through its own electoral procedures, selects an individual
subject to speak its collective will in political debates, etc. Within the representational
dynamic of community politics, Bourdieu warns, the contingency of the act of
delegation is often "forgotten" and the delegate emerges, through a kind of "social
magic," as a fetish, a "moral person" who has sacrificed all to become the literal
embodiment of the community's will.8 We can observe something of this process in
the rhetoric of community artists who position themselves as the vehicle for a kind of
unmediated expressivity on the part of a given community. As Hope Sandrow,
founder of the Artist and Homeless Collaborative, writes:
I'd been doing do many exhibitions [of her own art work] and wanted to get
more involved in the community. [Homelessness] was an issue I saw every
time I walked out the door. . . . I wanted to understand, but I never knew what
they thought. I thought that art, which was what I had to offer, could be a
means for them to speak for themselves. (italics mine)9
The second mode of representation occurs as the delegate confirms and
legitimates his or her political power through the act of literally re-presenting or
exhibiting the community itself, in the form of demonstrations and other political
performances. The delegate must "mobilize the group. . . in a demonstration or
display of the group's existence. . . the spokesperson demonstrates his legitimacy by
demonstrating or displaying those who have delegated him." This act can sanction

what Bourdieu describes as an "embezzlement" in which the delegate claims the
authority to speak for the community in order to empower himself politically,
professionally, and morally.10
The confusion that exists between political representation and symbolic representation is evident in community art projects that fail to distinguish between the
artist's ability to "exhibit" a given community in a project, performance, or image (an
ability which is typically made possible by the artists' privileged relationship to the
various institutions charged with public management of "communities" such as the
homeless, the incarcerated, etc.), and the authority to take up an enunciative
position that is sanctioned by that group's social experience. A recent example of
this confusion is provided by Alfredo Jaar's exhibit "One or Two Things I Know About
Them" staged at the Whitechapel Gallery in London in 1992. Jaar was invited to
produce a site-specific work at Whitechapel and elected to produce a piece about
the Bangladeshi community in the vicinity of the gallery. The result was a large multimedia installation ostensibly 'about' the cultural and economic conditions of
Bangladeshi workers. As part of the installation Jaar commissioned photographs of
several young Bangladeshi women to be hung in the gallery. These images were
then "captioned" with racist and sexist descriptions of Bangladeshi women workers
taken from an East Indian factory owner.
The "irony" of this gesture was clear to Jaar, who used his professional
authority as an expert in the regulation of symbolic meaning to override collaborator
Gayatri Spivak's objection to this decision.11 However, the women themselves had
other ideas. They came to the gallery prior to the opening and, seeing their images
with the inflammatory texts, demanded that they be removed. This resulted in a long
series of exchanges between the women, Jaar, and the gallery staff which ultimately

led to the images being removed altogether. This situation was relatively unusual. In
many community-based public art projects it is precisely the community whose voice
is never heard. The institutional authority of the artist, their privileged relationship to
channels of 'legitimate' discourse about the project (through media coverage, their
alliance with sponsoring and funding agencies, etc.), conspire to create the
appearance of a harmony of interests even where none may actually exist.
The signifying authority of the community artist is based on two points of
ideological anchorage. First, their authority is understood to derive from the process
of a pedagogically-based "collaboration". This is an "exchange," in which the artist,
by surrendering some degree of their creative autonomy in negotiations with a given
group over the production of a project is understood to have gained in return some
authority to speak from the group's position or on their behalf. The second point of
anchorage is founded on a moment of transference (usually some event in the
artists' past), that establishes a moral equivalence between their position and that of
the community. Thus, Alfredo Jaar is authorized to speak on behalf of Bangladeshi
women, or to represent them from a position of moral outrage, because of his own
past as an exile from a repressive regime (Chile). In the Pratibha Parmar/Alice
Walker film Warrior Marks (1994), Alice Walker is able to identify with the African
women who undergo genital mutilation because, as she describes it, she received
her own "patriarchal wound" when she was shot in the eye with a pellet gun by her
brother when she was seven years old.12 Hope Sandrow was able to more fully
identify with the homeless after her own brush with tragedy, related by a sympathetic
critic:
Deeply affected by the misery that was Catherine Street [a homeless shelter
in NYC], Sandrow recalls that it often took days to recover from her visits.
Still, not until 1988, when her blossoming career suffered a derailment after
an accident destroyed two years' worth of work she had made for a solo

show. . . did [Sandrow] finally begin to understand how it felt to have no
control over one's own life. . .13
Bourdieu's analysis can help us to appreciate the contingency of the delegate's
position, and to question the tendency of some community artists to
unproblematically identify their interests (professional, political, creative, moral,
economic, etc.) with those of the community. Too often community artists imagine
that the very real differences that exist between themselves and a given community
can be transcended by a well meaning rhetoric of aesthetic 'empowerment'. At the
same time there is a degree to which Bourdieu, in his desire to emphasize the
autonomy of the delegate/signifier, disavows the autonomous development of the
community. While there is clearly a certain "circularity" in the signifying relationship
between artist and community I would not grant the delegate the creative autonomy
allowed by Bourdieu (as he writes "it is the delegate who creates the group."14
I am concerned to emphasize the importance of an a priori community; a
community that exists prior to the "creative" act of delegation. This community
comes into existence not just as an effect of the delegate's signifying powers, but as
a result of a highly complex social and cultural process. For the purposes of my
analysis this process can be understood to take place in two stages. The first stage,
as outlined above, occurs as the "community" appoints or determines a delegate
who will speak on its behalf. However, this act must be preceded by a process of
political self-definition through which the community itself is formed. This process
unfolds against the experience of a collective mode of oppression (racism, sexism,
class-ism, etc.) and within a set of shared cultural and discursive traditions. These
"politically coherent" communities emerge after undergoing a process of internal
debate and consensus formation. This formation almost always takes place against

the grain, so to speak, of the dominant culture, which survives by individualizing
social relationships based on class, race, gender and sexuality.
Examples of politically-coherent communities are quite wide-ranging, from
more formal entities such as the National Welfare Rights Organization (and its local
manifestations), to prisoners rights groups, to more ad hoc formations such as the
young Bangladeshi women who protested against Jaar's installation. The politicallycoherent community can come into existence almost anywhere there are individuals
(women welfare recipients, prisoners, etc.) who have struggled to identify their
common interests (and common enemies) over and against a social system that is
dedicated to denying the existence of systematic forms of oppression. This is not to
say that these communities are monolithic, rather, their existence and operation is
characterized by an ongoing process of exchange and debate within and among
individuals who have typically been spoken for, managed, regulated, represented
and frequently demonized by outsiders located in positions of ideological and
institutional authority.
There is a tendency in community-based public works to define the
participants who make up a given project's community serially, as socially isolated
individuals whose ground of interconnection and identification as a group is provided
by an aesthetically ameliorative experience administered by the artist. Within this
dynamic the artist takes on the delegate's role and attempts to literally "create" a
community consciousness out of the atomized social detritus of late capitalism.15
The kinds of "collaborations" that arise out of this dynamic tend to be characterized
by a degree of paternalism (albeit well intentioned and often even well-received).
Typically the artist sets out to challenge the subjects, to expand their awareness and
engage them in a process of critical self-reflection and analysis. The artists' role is to

resuscitate their sense of "self-esteem" and to provide them with a meaningful
creative experience that will allow them to become "participants in their own
reclamation"16.
A very different kind of "collaboration" would arise out of a project produced
with a politically-coherent community. In this case the collaboration would be
characterized by a more equitable process of exchange and mutual education, with
the artist learning from the community and having his or her own presuppositions
(about the community, specific social, cultural, and political issues, etc.) challenged
and expanded. Consider how the Jaar installation might have been different had he
consulted, and attempted to learn from, the young Bangladeshi women whose
condition he was so anxious to portray. I'm not arguing that artists shouldn't work
with individuals outside the context of politically coherent communities (although I
would suggest that the artists' own imaginary construction of a given community
plays a significant, if often unacknowledged, role in most collaborations). Rather, I
simply want to note the danger that artists face in employing a kind of individualizing
address which, intentionally or not, reinforces dominant political ideologies that
communities have struggled to define themselves in opposition to. I cannot
emphasize too strongly the political stakes involved in the tendency to individualize
and (pathologize) the experience of oppression that is a hallmark of the ascendent
conservative world view. I will examine this worldview in more detail in the next
section.
II: MALLEABLE SUBJECTS AND MORAL PEDAGOGY
There is a heritage of noble obligation which young people accept and long to
perpetuate. The desire for action, the wish to right wrong and alleviate
suffering haunts them daily.
—Jane Addams, Address to the Ethical Culture Societies, 189217

Having outlined some of the methodological questions raised by community-based
public art I now want to examine the more general ideological climate in which this
work is being produced. This examination must begin with an understanding of the
current moral economy of capitalism, and the history of liberal reform. More
specifically, this outpouring of compassion and concern over "community" must be
understood in relation to the successful assimilation in the U.S. of conservative
arguments about the underlying causes of poverty, social and cultural inequality, and
disenfranchisement. President Clinton's capitulation to conservative rhetoric about
the precipitous deterioration of "values" in America, and the need for "individual
responsibility" caps over a decade of relentless work by the right wing to shift the
center of the debate over these issues (part of the so-called "culture war" of the
American right).
Welfare policy is one of the most symbolically powerful, locations for this
debate. Recently a group called "Empower America"—whose leadership includes
former Reagan "drug czar" and Dept. of Education director William Bennett and
former Dept. of Housing and Urban Development director Jack Kemp—is
challenging Clinton with a call to eliminate welfare funding entirely, to force all
current recipients of welfare onto the job market (such as it is), and to place all
children born to the poor out of wedlock in orphanages. Their argument is that
welfare does nothing but encourage young women to have children and that it has
destroyed the moral fiber of the poor.18 It is not coincidental that the two primary
areas of conservative attack, at least until the recent assault on the "gay agenda,"
have been welfare and arts funding. Both of these areas of public policy provide
conservatives with an arena in which to attack the moral pedagogy of the state.

Welfare "teaches" young women to have illegitimate children and to shirk
responsibility (for work and for reproduction), while arts funding allows the state to
support "deadbeat" degenerates who can't earn a real living and whose works
"teach" bad, anti-American values. Both can be viewed as symptomatic of a general
cultural and moral decline.
Conservatives have successfully repudiated the 'excesses' of state
intervention during the New Deal and the Great Society, portraying any attempt by
the government to intervene into the "natural" play of market forces as precipitating a
moral crisis in capitalist culture in which the poor will refuse to work and will make
unreasonable claims for unearned "entitlements". The "cause" of poverty in this
scenario is not the systematic structure of capitalist labor markets and investment
decisions within the context of the global economy, but rather, the moral inferiority of
the individual subject (which is in turn the partial product of a polluted culture). There
has been a flood of new books, including William Bennett's Book of Virtues (1994)
and Arianna Stassinopoulos Huffington's The Fourth Instinct: The Call of the Soul
(1994), in which conservatives argue that the real problem in the U.S. today is a lack
of moral character among individuals, and that existing social problems can best be
solved not by the state, but by the efforts of private individuals and organizations that
develop programs focussed on building the character of the poor. Thus we have
moral pedagogy (designed to counter the "bad" moral pedagogy of the state) rather
than any real attempt to alleviate the actual conditions of poverty and joblessness,
much less any attempt to address their root causes. The rhetoric employed here
varies widely with conservatives showing their typical flare for pastiche. Huffington's
book, currently on the best seller list, borrows from faded '70s New Age jargon to
argue that state-sponsored welfare effectively robs the rich of the opportunity for

"spiritual growth" provided by individual acts of philanthropy.19 However, there is also
a consistent concern with personal transformation, most notably in the persistent use
of the concept of "empowerment," which has been taken from its original context in
progressive models of pedagogy developed during the 1960's and 1970's.
Prominent conservative columnist George F. Will, in a syndicated column
titled, "The Lethal Crisis in Welfare" (June, 1994), provides a useful precis of the
conservative position:
The new, grimmer understanding is that many of the urban poor do not lack
only the things government can dispense—food, housing, money. Rather,
theirs is a poverty of inner resources . . . Todays task, daunting because
novel, is the deliberate regeneration of the 'social capital' of habits and mores
necessary for civilized living. . . 20
The rhetoric of "inner resources" and "social capital" is striking. We encounter a
similar "explanation" of black poverty in Charles Murray's new book The Bell Curve
(1994). Of course there is nothing particularly new about arguments that the poor
are morally depraved or mentally incompetent. We need only go back three decades
to New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan's influential report "The Negro Family:
The Case for National Action," (1964) in which Moynihan suggested that the "cause"
of persistent black poverty was not racism or economic and political
disenfranchisement, but rather a "tangle of pathology" with a fatally flawed, womancentered family structure at its core. Moynihan's recommendations included
mandatory military service for young black men to ensure their exposure to "an
utterly masculine world. . . away from women, a world run by strong men of
unquestioned authority."21 But even Moynihan's argument is merely a contemporary
manifestation of a long standing set of conservative ideas about poverty, morality,
and the relationship between the individual, society, and the state. Over 150 years
ago in his Philosophy of Right (1821), Hegel was expressing his concern about the

presence of a "penurious rabble" that might receive support from the state "directly"
and not by means of their own labor, thereby destroying their "feeling of individual
independence and self-respect."22 And Lord Lytton in his England and the English
(183?) castigates the "moral degradation" encouraged by the Poor-laws in terms that
are entirely contemporary:
The effects of the Poor-laws on the social system are then briefly these;—
they encourage improvidence, for they provide for its wants; they engender
sexual intemperance, for they rear its offspring; by a necessary reaction, the
benefits conferred on the vicious pauper, become a curse on the honest
labourer.23
Thus politicians and philosophers have for at least the past century and a half
been obsessed with mapping the mental and emotional landscape of the poor with
the goal of regulating it to meet their needs. The poor are understood as malleable
subjects, dangerously susceptible to corrupting moral influences, whose
consciousness can be formed and transformed through the application of
pedagogical techniques. It was during the mid-19th century that a model of
organized social policy based on this concept of the individual first coalesced. Early
reform movements centered in cities in Europe and the U.S. attempted to provide
the emergent industrial bourgeoisie with the tools necessary to morally regulate the
urban working class. These movements addressed themselves to a broad range of
maladies associated with the concentration of dangerous populations of immigrants
and the the working class in the industrial city. The "friendly visitor" as a combination
of model subject and bureaucratic spy; the judicious dispensation of advice as well
as, or in place of, alms, the constant concern with discriminating between the
"deserving" and the "undeserving" poor, and the primary focus on the moral
regeneration of the poor over any real concern with systematic changes in the
surrounding society, are all hallmarks of a "Victorian" model of social policy.

Late 19th and early 20th-century activists in movements ranging from
tenement reform, to moral purity and abstinence campaigns, to immigrant education
programs, can be viewed as a vanguard faction of the professional-managerial class
(PMC). The PMC are characterized by an interrelated set of ideologies. Although
they have access to the privileged lifestyle of the middle-class, and are in fact
employed by the bourgeoisie (as the Ehrenreich's note in their classic study of the
PMC, they have an "objective antagonism" to the interests of the working class),
they nevertheless believe that they can offer "rational' solutions to problems such as
urban poverty, class-conflict, poor housing, unemployment, disease and
overcrowding, etc.24 This belief is based on their control of, and faith in, a set of
sophisticated symbolic and analytic skills, forms of "scientific" urban planning, a
specialized technical language, etc. that allow them to view the city and its problems
from a 'universal' and class-transcendent position. Through their command of these
skills they can intervene in any cultural environment to promulgate and administer
progressive solutions to the various 'crises' of industrial urbanism.
Although there were certainly Victorian reform projects aimed at making
changes in the physical infrastructure of the city (e.g. rebuilding tenements, creating
hospitals and schools, etc.), the particular aspect of Victorian reform that I am
interested in here conceives of the working-class itself as a mass to be transformed
through the implementation of a moral-pedagogical program.
One of the prototypical examples is the settlement house movement, which was
highly influential in both Britain and the U.S. during the late 19th and early 20thcenturies. This of course is where Jane Addam's young settlement house workers,
"haunted" by the need to "right wrongs," enter the picture. The settlement house
workers are earnest young men and women from the middle and upper class

establishing outposts of bourgeois normalcy (significantly in the form of an
exemplary "home" or domestic environment) in the midst of immigrant
neighborhoods. One of the most important features of this model of reform is the
pedagogical relationship that exists between the poor "object" of reform, and the
enlightened reformer or social worker.25 At the center of this model is a matrix of
personal transformation derived originally from evangelism, due in part to the fact
that many of the most influential charity agencies and social reform movements of
the late 18th and early 19th centuries were sponsored by evangelicals and
evangelical denominations.
Evangelism specifies a particular dynamic or relationship between the
reformer and the subject-to-be-transformed or "converted". In this process the "bad"
subject (characterized by moral depravity, defective family structures, and lack of
identification with bourgeois norms) must be transformed into a "good" subject
(characterized by respect for the transcendent authority of property, identification
with an individualistic ethos, etc.). One of the central features of Victorian welfare is
the spectacle of the repentant subject who must demonstrate his or her reformation
through the recitation of a conversion narrative in which they accept personal
responsibility for their sinful condition. The bad subject must become the author so
to speak of their own salvation under the guidance and oversight of a good subject.
The deformed subject becomes a vehicle through which the well-formed subject can
experience their own identification with a universal or transcendent subjectivity—
one's proximity to God increases in proportion to the number of souls one is able to
"harvest". The good subject can only experience the plenitude of their identity
through the process of converting others, through the process of externalizing their
will in the appropriation and salvation of 'other' souls (As 19th-century American

missionary John Hyde wrote from India, "Oh God, give me souls or I die!").26 The
deformed must exist, or rather, the non-bourgeois subject must be defined as
deformed, as the necessary complement and justification for the self-perception of
their own moral beauty and excellence. We see the secular expression of this
transcendence in the characteristic PMC belief in the objectivity and neutrality of
their position as "neutral" professionals standing "between" capital and labour and
making use of a universal language to create a more equitable social order.
Today, with the successes of the conservative 'culture war,' we are witnessing
the resurgence of a set of ideas about morality, the state, poverty, and personal
responsibility derived from this Victorian model. Conservatives have appropriated
and modified the rhetoric of Victorian-era reform in order to create an interpretive
framework within which a whole series of interrelated economic conditions can be
blamed on the actions of particular "dangerous populations". The two primary targets
of this discursive process in the recent Congressional elections were migrant
workers and single, African-American mothers on welfare. In each case the pariah
subject is understood to have violated a moral economy and to be demanding
"entitlements" that should be "earned" in the marketplace. The function of social
policy within this dynamic is to reform the individual, failed, subject. I was reminded
of this recently while visiting a department store in Rochester where I encountered a
young man soliciting contributions to a private charitable organization. He had been
trained to recite a carefully rehearsed narrative of his own personal fall from grace
(into drugs, crime, etc.) and his subsequent rehabilitation under the auspices of the
organization for which he was now soliciting funds. This recitation was
simultaneously intended to reassure me that his "past" had been left behind and that
I, as a white, more or less middle-class subject, clearly bore no responsibility for the

social, cultural, and economic context in which his personal failure occurred. My
relationship to him was thus constructed to provide me with the opportunity to
reassure myself of my own magnanimous humanity by making a contribution to the
overseers of his moral regeneration. Here indeed was the spectacle of the repentant
subject "performing" their admission of personal guilt and embracing the therapeutic
resolution provided Victorian morality. It is precisely this rhetoric of personal
transformation and spiritual authorship, and empowerment that is being appropriated
by conservatives.
I embarked on this rather circuitous historical tangent in an attempt to provide
some sense of the ideological context in which community-based public art is
coming to function. The history of welfare and social policy, and the accompanying
issues of class, professional status, cultural difference, and fiscal sociology, are
seldom referenced in discussions of community art, but I would argue that this
history is of central importance for a full understanding of community art practice,
perhaps now more than ever. More specifically, I would contend that the function of
the community artist can, in at least some respects, be productively compared with
that of the reformer or social worker. Both the community artist and the social worker
possess a set of skills (bureaucratic, diagnostic, aesthetic/expressive, and so forth)
and have access to public and private funding (through grants writing, official status,
and institutional sponsorship) with the goal of bringing about some transformation in
the condition of individuals who are presumed to be in need. Recall that the social
worker, especially within the conservative or Victorian model, is not meant to simply
dispense money to the poor but to engage in their moral regeneration. Also, both the
artist and the social worker share a belief in the universality of the discourses that
they deploy in their work with the community. For the community artist "art" or the

"aesthetic" plays the same role that "science" does for the reformer, it is a
universally-applicable language that allows them to transcend the specificity of their
own social and cultural positions and that sanctions their intervention in any given
community.27
Community art is typically centered around an exchange between an "artist"
(who is understood to be "empowered," creatively, intellectually, symbolically,
expressively, financially, institutionally, or otherwise), and a given subject who is
defined a priori as "in need of" empowerment, access to creative/expressive skills,
etc. Thus, the "community" in "community art" often, although clearly not always,
refers to individuals marked as culturally, economically, or socially different either
from the artist him or her self, or from the audience for the particular project.
Krzysztof Wodiczko works with the homeless in New York; Alfredo Jaar worked with
the Bangladeshi community in London for his Whitechapel installation; John
Malpede works with the homeless in Los Angeles and elsewhere; Dawn Dedeaux
works with incarcerated African Americans in New Orleans; and the "clients" of the
Sculpture in Action project included working class Hispanic teenagers, People with
AIDS, and public housing residents. Obviously the institutional apparatus that
administers and supports welfare is much larger than that which supports community
art, but the growing interest among foundations in "community" issues is precisely
such that the distinction between community art and welfare or social policy is in
some cases quite fine.
The historical discourse of Victorian or conversion-based welfare has three
implications that are significant for my analysis of community art. First, it presumes
that the "cause" of poverty and disenfranchisement is primarily individual rather than
systematic. Within this dynamic the reform subject (the "poor," the "homeless", etc.),

are understood as a kind of raw material to be transformed. Thus, the goals of the
Artist and Homeless Collaborative (A&HC) have been variously stated: "the practice
of creating art stimulates those living in shelters from a state of malaise to active
participation in the artistic process."; collaborative art-making "offers residents a
positive experience of self-motivation. . . a sense of individual identity and
confidence in human interaction.", etc. One critic has made this connection explicit
by comparing the "reclam[ation] of areas of land devastated through misuse or
neglect" to the "reclamation" of "society's throwaways".28
The effect of this focus can be to elide any argument from systematic causes
and to put in its place a closed circuit of creative personal transformation presided
over by the artist as exemplary subject. Unless the artist works actively to
discourage it, this focus on the primacy of individual transformation implies (1) that
the individual is morally or emotionally flawed, (2) that this flaw bears a causal
relation to their current (economically, emotionally, socially, or creatively)
"disempowered" status, and (3) that the artist is in a position to remedy this flaw, and
to provide the subject with what George F. Will would call the "social capital
necessary for civilized living." Thus John Malpede's Los Angeles Poverty
Department, a performance group that includes homeless and formerly homeless
people, is celebrated for the fact that it can "rehabilitate" some of its participants. As
one member noted in a recent interview: "I was a drunken sot living under a bush in
Santa Monica, stealing beer. Now I live in a great apartment and I just directed a
show. It was a great experience. I never thought I ever had a chance to do anything
in the art world and I had very low self-esteem about being successful in any way.
Now, after five years of being an actor in LAPD I feel really confident. . . "29 I
certainly wouldn't want to argue that there is anything bad about people turning their

lives around. But what is potentially sacrificed with this rhetoric, and with this
particular model of community art, is the recognition that people are not homeless
simply because of low self-esteem or because they are "drunken sots," but because
of an entire range of economic and political forces that conservatives such as
George F. Will are very anxious to obscure and naturalize. It is at this point that
community art threatens to corroborate the ideological structure of conservative
social policy.
The second implication has to do with the kind of relationship that exists
between the artist and the mechanisms of public and private patronage. Within the
Victorian model the act of giving must be a fundamentally private transaction (an
essentially individual act of moral kindness or benevolence) brought about not by a
sense of obligation or guilt (which would imply a systematic relationship between
poverty and the affluence that allows philanthropy), but by a spontaneous and
natural outpouring of moral compassion by individual citizens for their fellow
creatures. It is important from a conservative point of view that social programs be
supported by private foundations and individuals, rather than as a deliberate project
of the state, because state sponsorship would constitute a kind of political admission
that poverty is not merely a personal problem but is a structural effect of the
economy which the state has an obligation to relieve.30 To this extent then, the
source of arts funding, whether from public agencies or from private foundations,
has a considerable ideological significance. As the British writer Owen Kelly notes
the funding of community art through public and private agencies has a material
effect on the relationship between the artist and the community. Although Kelly is
writing specifically about work produced in Great Britain his observations have an
obvious relevance for us here:

The communities with whom we work are not really our customers, since an
increase in their support and enthusiasm will not necessarily increase our grant, just
as a decrease in their interest will not necessarily decrease our grant. In institutional
terms, they [the community] are our 'clients,' and what that really means is that they
are the raw material upon which we work, on behalf of our customers, who are the
agencies tho whom we well the reports and documentary evidence of our work.31
I would contend, especially in the context of the institutional and ideological
shifts I described earlier, that the community artist is in many cases being positioned
as a kind of social service provider. In some cases support is being given to artists'
projects by organizations or funders whose primary interest is no longer in the arts
but in social programs. This is significant because conservatives have been at least
partially successful in arguing that existing, state-sponsored, social programs have
failed and that "new approaches" are necessary. Thus, artists are being placed in
the position of providing alternatives to existing forms of social policy. To the extent
that artists (consciously or not) subscribe to a set of ideas about poverty or
disempowerment that are available to conservative cooptation they contribute to the
dismantling of existing social policy (such as it is) and its replacement with a
privatized notion of philanthropy and moral pedagogy. Obviously community artists
can exercise only a limited control over the kinds of funding they receive, however, I
would want to argue that artists must first be conscious of the broader politics of
funding if they are to develop effective strategies to challenge them.
The third implication has to do with the structural relationship that exists
between the community artist and the various groups and individuals with whom
they work. Within a "Victorian" model of welfare the act of giving to the poor is
understood to derive from a universal reservoir of human sympathy and
benevolence, and it is precisely this ostensible "universality" that endows the welfare
provider with their moral authority. The greater the social and cultural gulf that

separates the giver from those they assist, the more profoundly do they feel
themselves to have transcended the specificity of their own class and social position.
This universal (bourgeois) subject is able to enjoy all the privileges that are specific
to their class membership, while at the same time claiming the moral authority to
speak on behalf of those whose exploitation makes their own privilege possible.
Within this system "others," (and for Victorian reform this would include slaves,
"fallen women," the poor, heathens, etc.) become the necessary vehicles for the
bourgeois subject's own spiritual evolution. This transcendence can only occur so
long as any troubling causal or structural relationship between the philanthropist and
the "other" is suppressed and replaced with a rhetoric of individual and spontaneous
charity. This is why Huffington can make the rather absurd argument that statesponsored welfare is wrong because it robs the rich of the opportunity to experience
a moral transcendence in the act of self-less giving.
The implications of this complex relationship for community artists are
manifold. I am not suggesting that community artists are engaged in some unholy
ideological alliance with Arianna Huffington. What concerns me is the extent to
which those of us committed to a progressive cultural practice might inadvertently
corroborate certain structural features of the conservative position. I'm interested
here in a persuasive cultural mythology, grounded in romanticism, in which the artist
is imagined as a kind of trans-historical shaman who has ostensibly sundered
themselves from all other social and cultural identities, privileges, and commitments.
Freed of these bonds, the artist is able to identify themselves with any and all other
subjects—the poor, the homeless, etc.—and further, is able to feel their oppression
and to express their pain and moral outrage.

Within this mythology the artist becomes a channel or medium for the
congealed residues of both their own and other people's experiences of social
oppression. Each new site, issue, or community, becomes another opportunity to
reaffirm their social transcendence through the universal language of art, which can
bridge cultural differences and heal social divisions. The artist is no longer a
particular individual, located at the intersection of a set of historically specific class,
racial, sexual, and other identities, but rather, a universal and nomadic empath. In
the case of the community artist it is the ostensible "universality" of the aesthetic
itself which allows them to claim a moral or pedagogical authority in cultural and
social domains where their intervention might otherwise be regarded with some
suspicion. I'm not suggesting that this analysis provides an accurate
characterization of community art practice today; rather it is is a resume, in extreme
form, of some of the dangers that confront artists and intellectuals (myself included)
who overlook the contingency of their own positions.
III: URBAN WARRIOR MYTHS—A CASE STUDY
While I've certainly given evidences of liberal tendencies and political
positions I have come out of this experience and I have to constantly bring up
conservative positions in my own thought, and I don't know yet how to resolve
that.
—Dawn Dedeaux32
In order to make what is an admittedly complicated analysis somewhat more
concrete I want to conclude by examining a community art project that has gained a
great deal of attention in the U.S. during the last two years. The project, called "Soul
Shadows: Urban Warrior Myths," was developed by a New Orleans-based artist
Dawn Dedeaux. "Soul Shadows" is a massive installation composed of literally

dozens of monitors and security cameras, mural-size photographs, taped music, and
videos, all contained in a specially designed and constructed architectural space that
features ten enclosed video viewing rooms arranged along each side of a 65-foot
long "Hall of Judgment". The installation grew out of an "art in the prisons" project
that Dedeaux developed in New Orleans. The project involved her working closely
over a period of several months with prisoners, in some cases juvenile offenders as
young as 14 years of age, on a variety of art projects, including video production,
mask-making workshops, and the creation of artists books. As Dedeaux collected
video tape and other materials during her work with the inmates she began to
develop an idea for a much more ambitious undertaking: a vast multi-media
installation that would address the crisis of crime and poverty that she had
discovered in prison society.
"Soul Shadows" was first staged in Baltimore, and has subsequently been
almost entirely re-constructed in Rochester, New York, New Orleans, Louisiana and,
most recently, in Los Angeles, California. This project has already cost close to
$150,000 and has attracted the support of literally dozens of public and private
foundations, funding agencies, banks, and other institutions.33 It is being widely
touted as a model for progressive community art. In Rochester a consultant for the
city's school district raised money from local banks, foundations, and arts
organizations to keep the installation up past its official closing in order to use it as
part of an anti-drug program for area high schools.34 This cross-sponsorship
between arts funders and social service funders is emblematic of the patronage
trends I discussed earlier.
Upon first entering the installation one is confronted with a long row of half
open "doors" which are actually large photographs of wrought iron "security" doors.

Behind each door is a small, dark room with a chair or couch located in front of a
monitor. The monitors play video tape segments that Dedeaux recorded while
working in the prison. These include a range of materials—for example, footage of a
dance performance by juvenile offenders or scenes from a political rally in New
Orleans. The majority of them, however, feature interviews with inmates and gang
members. After passing by these video bays one enters a closed off area which
features a large screen video projection of the young victim of a drive-by shooting.
Returning to the main installation one moves down the central "Hall of Judgment,"
on either side of which are images of silhouetted figures that have been enlarged
from still frames in Dedeaux's videotapes. A bank of lights at the base of the walls
cast a red light which is, presumably, intended to suggest fire. At the end of the hall
is a large oval room; the "Tomb of the Urban Warrior," which contains about a dozen
or so larger than life photos of a young African-American man in various poses and
costumes. There is in addition a second set of video bays on the opposite side of the
Hall of Judgment.
I am interested in the relationship that is constructed in "Soul Shadows"
between Dedeaux and the inmates and gang members who are both the subject
matter for this project, and at least one of its "communities". I would argue that in a
number of crucial ways the model of community art practice on which "Soul
Shadows" is based corresponds to the conservative ideology I outlined earlier. First,
Dedeaux was able to gain a highly regulated access to this particular "community"
through her status as a "professional" with particular diagnostic and therapeutic
skills. She functioned as an artist/social-worker; an exemplary subject who could
expose the incarcerated to the healing power of the aesthetic through proximity and
example. This institutional orientation was in turn related to her ideological

orientation. Her work with prison populations was, from the outset, predicated first on
the perceived emotional or psychological lack of the incarcerated, and second, on
her ability, as an artist, to bring about some transformation in this condition. Thus her
intention, as she has expressed it, was "to introduce [the inmates] to the joy of the
creative process. . . I wanted them, in a kind of contagious way, to experience that
creative energy. . . .That touches the soul, it's a replacement for drugs, it's a
replacement for crime. Because its this energy level".35
Much of the publicity generated by the project has focussed not on the
individual prisoners that Dedeaux interviewed (who, with the exception of Wayne
and Paul Hardy, the "stars" of the installation, function as ciphers of black criminality
and poverty), but on Dedeaux's own "heroism" in crossing boundaries of racial and
cultural difference and entering what is perceived as the dangerous domain of the
prison. An article in Art Space magazine describes "Soul Shadows" as a "risk-taking
project," which has "open[ed] up new avenues of thought about pressing social
issues"36. And, according to a flyer circulated during the Rochester installation:
"Dedeaux has taken risks in order to make a statement that will reach young people
put off by [the] simplistic "Just Say No" solutions of the past. . . " This risk is
understood to be two fold. First, Dedeaux, a white woman, takes a risk by entering a
prison of young, chiefly male, offenders. Second, Dedeaux "risks" the negative
response of those small minded people in the art world who would ask what
business she has making use of the incarcerated to advance a set of ideas about
race and criminality on the basis of eighteen months of prison art workshops. Here
Dedeaux the transcendent subject is seen as boldly challenging conventional
boundaries of social and cultural identity in an instance of what critic Joe Lewis calls
"cultural mingling". As Lewis writes:

The trouble with a lot of politically motivated art is a failure of nerve. Artists
who produce work that they know is not favored by our established regime
are not necessarily taking risks, since they can forecast the results. Truly
taking a risk means not knowing what's going to happen in the end. . . .37
Dedeaux's production of "Soul Shadows" is thus premised on a complex dynamic of
privilege, authority, and access. The ultimate validation of Dedeaux's power of
aesthetic transcendence is provided by her relationship with Wayne Hardy, a
notorious drug dealer and gang member in New Orleans who was looked upon with
awe by her juvenile students. Dedeaux's access to Hardy, literally embodied in
larger than life-size photographs of his partially nude body, provides on of the central
images in the installation. Dedeaux met Hardy in a courtroom during a murder trial
and established a rapport with him. She was eventually able to conduct extensive
videotaped interviews with him and his brother, and was even able to convince him
to pose in various costumes that are intended to refer to the history of art and to
modern pop culture icons. These wall size prints are featured in the segment of the
installation called "the Tomb of the Urban Warrior." They portray Hardy dressed as
various archetypical figures, ranging from John Wayne and Rambo to St. Sebastian,
Shiva, Nike, and Poseidon.38
In her interviews about the project Dedeaux recounts the highly charged
moment when she first revealed her access to Hardy to the juvenile offenders.
I brought the tape the following day into the prison, into the juvenile dorm. I
hooked it up and they asked what I was showing them today. I said I did an
interview with the Hardy boys and they all started laughing. They said that if
I'd gotten near the Hardy boys, I'd be dead now. . . I hooked up the equipment
and five minutes later there I am with the Hardy boys. They looked on in
disbelief. . . and they just gravitated, 96 in one dorm all shoved up in front. . . .
You could hear a pin drop. They hung on to every word for an hour and a half.
Deputies came out; everybody was in disbelief. This was the highest
concentration and attention span ever. It was real life. This wasn't George
Bush or William Bennett talking about drugs. This was one of their heroes

saying he was ready to give it up, saying "maybe we better rethink this".
That's much better than some social worker saying 'be a good boy'.39
This cathartic moment clearly made an impression on Dedeaux. She learned that by
gaining access to Hardy and the "real life" authority that he signified, by possessing
him conceptually and creatively as the subject matter of her art, she could gain
respect and legitimacy in the eyes of her young charges. I think she learned that this
access could bring her legitimacy in the art world as well. Dedeaux asserts her
power over her students by proving her access to an even greater "authenticity," or
realness. This is also how she gains authority over "us" as middle-class viewers in
an art context, by trading on her image as an intrepid explorer of the social
landscape, journeying into the "belly of the beast" to return with a diagnostic report
on the culture of poverty and crime.
Having achieved this access and this authority, what does Dedeaux do with
it? Implicit in "Soul Shadows" is a narrative cycle of personal redemption that the
work of art both documents and is intended to catalyze. This cycle begins, as does
the conservative model outlined earlier, with contrition. Thus, Wayne Hardy provided
Dedeaux with a video-taped interview in which he 'warns' her young students about
the dangers of a life of crime. The talking head interviews that predominate in the
video area provide the repeated spectacle of grieving black inmates offering
confessional accounts of their involvement with crime. More specifically, in these
narratives the prisoners construct their criminality almost entirely in terms of their
own guilt and responsibility. One particularly wrenching interview with an African
American woman features her sobbing warning not to "make the same mistakes"
that she did. Another admonishes the viewer: "Since I've been in jail I've had time to

take an inventory of myself and see where I made my mistakes. . . I was out for
myself, I was wrong".
The experience of contrition is understood as the prelude to an aestheticallydriven process of redemption and personal transformation, described in one
exhibition pamphlet as "the "journey towards self actualization". Thus, despite the
dire social conditions that Dedeaux's installation portrays, as one flyer has it, the
"overall message of the piece is one of hope. . . .The artist reveals her belief that
within each of us there is the potential for transformation". And, as Joe Lewis writes:
the most provocative and re-occurring issue addressed here is the notion of
change. No matter how far down an individual may have gone, the realization
that it is possible to change, to rise up and overcome, is perhaps the most
miraculous of all transformative experiences.40
Just what kind of "change" is at issue here? The transformative impulse generated
through "Soul Shadows" is directly solely at adjusting the emotional and
psychological condition of the incarcerated through a kind of spiritual/aesthetic
therapy administered by the artist as exemplary subject. It is no doubt the case that
the experience of prison might produce a degree of self-reflection and soulsearching. It is also quite conceivable that this experience might lead to truly positive
changes in someone's life. However, the inclusion by Dedeaux of this kind of
material, with no real attempt to articulate its relationship to broader social conditions
and forces, and in the context of existing conservative arguments about moral
depravity among poor and working-class people of color, is both irresponsible and
potentially damaging to the very "community" that Dedeaux hopes to assist.
The problem of an individualizing rhetoric of personal transformation is
underscored by the decisions that Dedeaux made in her selection of a "community"
for this project. Prisons are particularly problematic institutional sites at which to

deploy a program of "community" art since the incarcerated are not a "community"
by choice and those politically-coherent organizations that do exist within prisons
(prisoner rights groups, etc.) have had to struggle against the individualizing rhetoric
of the criminal justice system to define themselves and their common interests.
Rather than work with a politically coherent community in the prison (a collaboration
that might well have challenged many of Dedeaux's own preconceptions), Dedeaux
chose to work with younger inmates (children are the exemplary subjects of reform
because they represent the individual at his or her most malleable state) and the
Hardy brothers, a pair of very intelligent but relatively nihilistic gang members.
Dedeaux presents the prisoners primarily as individuals whose only common link is
their tragic fate, a condition brought about by social neglect and their own moral
failure.
Dedeaux has argued that one of her goals in this project is to provide a kind
of "scared straight" experience for so-called "Youth at Risk," and in fact the
Rochester venue bussed high school kids in for tours on this basis. But this
justification rests on the rather dubious assumption that poor or working-class
children are oblivious to the social costs of poverty and crime that they live with
every day. Stated another way, it suggests that "at risk" youth need Dedeaux to
assimilate and organize their own cultural and social experience and re-present it to
them before they can be expected to fully understand it. Under the auspices of this
point of view Dedeaux's installation provides the very spectacle that conservatives
wish to see promulgated—criminality is the result of an individual lack of moral
character; prison produces repentant subjects who accept sole personal
responsibility for their wrong-doing.

The possibility of systematic social change is thus foreclosed, not only by the
triumph of conservativism, but by the assimilation of an evangelical model of
personal transformation that is left unarticulated to any larger social context.
Dedeaux has argued that it is not her intention to "place all the burden of change on
the underclass," and that "there is only hope for the future if society develops
mechanisms to support the transformation".41 However, precisely what these
mechanisms might be is never defined, or even raised as an issue in the work. Aside
from some pop-sociology references to the over-emphasis on material gain in
American culture there is absolutely no effort in "Soul Shadows" to link images of
prison life or gang life to a systematic critique of the current drug economy, urban
unemployment, or any of the myriad of political, economic, and social forces that
produce and reproduce these conditions.
In fact, Dedeaux explicitly states that she considers questions such as these
to be beyond the proper domain of the artist. As the installation flyer from Rochester
notes, Dedeaux:
. . . aims to avoid the polemics of specific politics and social policy, leaving
that course for the masters of those professions. [instead] the artist employs
cross-cultural/art historical references that her own discipline clearly qualifies
her to do. This is the function of an artist in the interdisciplinary world—finding
the bridges, the mirrors, and in the case of "Soul Shadows," finding a way for
the viewer not to immediately blame, but rather to understand.42
I think it is notable that for Dedeaux the artists' proper "function" stops at precisely
that point at which their work might raise troubling questions of "politics" and "policy".
Community artists are "qualified" to diagnose the emotional maladies of the
incarcerated, and to unthinkingly reiterate the most problematic commonplaces of
conservative ideology, but when it comes to diagnosing the structural features of the
urban economy they suddenly find themselves out of their depth. The question I

would want to raise about this project, and the relevance that it has for communitybased public art in general, is precisely how Dedeaux has chosen to demarcate the
limits of community art practice. How do we define the performance of community art
as a cultural discourse? What kinds of knowledge are legitimate and what kinds of
knowledge are understood a priori to be beyond the specialized skills of the artist?
My concern in discussing Dedeaux's project is not to trivialize the potential
benefits it had for the participants or for subsequent viewers (these have, at any
rate, already been repeatedly celebrated in the surrounding discourse of pressreleases, foundation grant applications, news reports, artists' statements and
interviews, etc.). Rather, I am concerned with the relationship that community-based
public art projects such as this one have to broader currents in public policy and the
ideological structures that surround poverty, criminality, the "underclass," etc. As I
have attempted to show in the forgoing discussion I believe that the artist who
chooses to navigate through the highly contested and complex symbolic fields that
surround "dangerous populations" such as the homeless, the incarcerated, the
urban poor, will need to prepare themselves with something more than good
intentions and "intuitive wisdom"43
Despite the criticisms of various community-based public art projects that I
have developed in this essay it seems clear that most of these projects do provide
positive benefits for their various constituencies and that any single project will
undoubtedly have both successful and less successful components. If I have
focussed on the less successful aspects it is in part because of my sense that most
of the critical dialogue around this work has been characterized by a certain
circularity—rather than testing, evaluating, or closely examining the claims made for
these works critics have by and large been content to simply promulgate them. This

has, unfortunately, left the field of critical analysis entirely to right wing ideologues
who denounce this kind of work out of hand and encourage a general skepticism
about it among the public. I think community-based public art is at a cross-roads in
its development as a mature practice (or set of practices); it has reached a point at
which it can sustain, and benefit from, a response that is supportive of its goals
without sacrificing a critical distance.
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